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Abstract. We present and analyze the problem of realizing an accountability-
supporting system in multiagent systems technology. To this aim and to avoid
ambiguities, we first characterize the concept of accountability, which we later
work to realize computationally, particularly in relation to the partially overlap-
ping notion of responsibility. Then, with the aim of achieving accountability as a
design property, we provide a few principles that characterize an accountability-
supporting multiagent system. We provide an accountability protocol to regulate
the interaction between an agent, willing to play a role in an organization, and the
organization itself. Finally, we show as a case study how the use of such a proto-
col allows multiagent systems, realized with JaCaMo, to support accountability.
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1 Introduction

In the field of multiagent systems (MAS), individual and organizational actions have
social consequences, which require the development of tools to trace and evaluate prin-
cipals’ behaviors and to communicate good conduct. This concerns the value of ac-
countability. The main contribution is to provide a notion of when an organization of
agents supports accountability by investigating the process of construction of the orga-
nization itself as well as to give the definition of a protocol to be followed in order to
design and build an organization that supports accountability. The core of the analysis
is the notion of role and the action of role adoption (or enactment). Indeed, the con-
cept of role has been studied in many different fields of computer science like software
engineering, databases, security and, of course, artificial intelligence. Despite several
proposals have been made about a characterization of such a concept, there is little
consensus about its properties and purposes. A reason for this lack is the diversity of
scopes and applications that such a general concept could have in different disciplines.
If seen from an organizational point of view, roles should describe the way individuals
can interact with and act upon an organization.

Continuing our work on accountability as presented in [3], in this study we wish to
present a more nuanced view of the concept, particularly in relation to its close sibling,



responsibility, and offer an initial exploration of platform requirements for a software-
based, accountability-attribution process. Building on our previous characterizations of
accountability, this study adds considerations that consequently impact implementation
decisions on our chosen platform. We also attempt to tie our work more closely to work
in the field of ethics so as not to diminish the rich meaning behind accountability and
avoid cheapening the concept to the point of a definitional equivalence with traceability.
We offer ethical dilemmas to force our hand into programming difficult decisions and
form a more conceptually complete system of accountability. With some conceptual
modifications, we believe JaCaMo [5] a particularly apt platform for building in an
accountability mechanism.

2 A Characterization of Accountability and Responsibility

As a potentially wide-ranging concept, accountability can take on many different char-
acteristics and meanings, especially depending on the discipline in which discussion
takes place. Our own approach relies on a more mechanistic view in which account-
ability is a backward-looking, institutional process that permits one entity to be held to
account by another. The accountability process activates when a negative (or positive)
state is reached and an authoritative entity wishes to hold to account those behind said
state. The process itself is divided into three primary phases: 1) an investigative entity
(forum) receives all information regarding agents’ actions, effects, permissions, obliga-
tions, etc. that led to the situation under scrutiny, 2) the forum contextualizes actions to
understand their adequacy and legitimacy, and finally 3) the forum passes judgment on
agents with sanctions or rewards [7]. Our goal consists in automating the entire process
for use in a MAS, although we will presently leave out the sanctioning piece of the
third phase due to its organization-specific application. In order to realize our goal, we
begin by looking at the reasoning process behind accountability to identify points of
adaptation into the software world.

Three conditions for accountability attribution are identified in [8]: agency, causal
relevancy, and avoidance opportunity. The agency condition expresses not only an indi-
vidual’s independence and reasoning capacity, but also that entity’s ability to distinguish
right and wrong. Because software agents have no independent ethics, we maintain that
their moral compass, so to speak, only emerges in and is unique to a given software or-
ganization. An agent’s ”ethics” will be expressed through adherence to norms and com-
mitments. The causal relevancy condition expresses the necessity of causation linking a
given agent to a situation under scrutiny. The avoidance opportunity condition specifies
that an “agent should have had a reasonable opportunity to have done otherwise” [8].
The condition does not imply that in absence of the agent’s action, the situation would
not have come to pass. That is, an agent can be held accountable for a causal contribu-
tion even in the presence of the inevitable. To illustrate, we can consider the example
from [8] in which we find ourselves in the presence of two murderers who simulta-
neously shoot someone, their bullets piercing the victim’s heart in the same moment.
Should one of the murders have chosen not to shoot, the victim would still have died,
yet we would naturally hold both accountable. They both had an opportunity to avoid
causally contributing to the victim’s death.



The accountability attribution process, due to its quality of determining the parties
who causally contributed to a given situation, necessarily uses of a backward-looking
approach. Its domain lies in the past, uncovering intrigue and revealing causal mystery.
Responsibility attribution, as accountability’s temporal mirror sibling, instead looks to
the future and places its definitional weight on parties deemed capable and worthy of
realizing a certain goal or goals. Both concepts, divided only by time, work towards
the common purpose of situational deconstruction in order to distribute responsibility
or accountability in a reality-reflecting fashion among a situation’s atomic agents. Their
common purpose gives rise to a strong working relationship between the concepts. Their
complementary nature permits considerations and evaluations to flow between the two,
which can, at the very least, inform their respective investigations. As expressed in [9],
“When I am responsible for my actions now, I may be held accountable later.”

Despite their close relationship, one concept cannot directly implicate the other.
Even if a responsible entity’s task was not completed as planned, that does not au-
tomatically indicate that fault lies with said entity. Likewise, if an entity is deemed
accountable, that entity was not necessarily designated responsible in planning stages.
As an example, should a person be named responsible for task A but then be coerced to
realize “not A”, that person cannot be, at the very least, wholly accountable. We would
rather name the coercer partially accountable if not solely accountable for her/his role
in causing “not A”. However, even beyond the extreme example of coercion, other
forces can also impact an individual’s ability to realize a task. For example, say we
have an organization consisting of two members: one to prepare a wall, wall-preparer,
and another who paints the wall, painter. The encompassing organization would give
both access rights and distribute responsibility to wall-preparer for prepping the wall,
and to painter for painting the wall. Then come execution time, wall-preparer fulfills
her/his task by spackling the wall but, having a whimsical side, unexpectedly paints a
black stripe down the middle. Unfortunately, due to the unexpected action, painter has
not the correct amount of materials and cannot fulfill her/his task. Though not coerced,
painter cannot proceed due to the actions of another.

If we assume the complete absence of unplanned influences in a given context,
responsibility directly maps to accountability. Though one might be hard-pressed to
justify such an assumption in an organization with human actors, its absurdity dimin-
ishes in a world of software agents. Simply put, we must be able to adequately plan
for the unexpected. To illustrate, we can take the previous example and imagine it un-
folding in a multiagent setting. Before agreeing to be the organization’s painter, painter
would stipulate provisions for its role goals, in this case, white wall. An organization,
accepting painter’s provisions, would then add white wall as a goal condition to the job
description of wall-preparer. Wall-preparer would in turn accept its new goal condition.
Come execution time, when wall-preparer adds the black stripe, not only will painter’s
provisions not be met, but wall-preparer will also have violated its own goal conditions.
Since wall-preparer knows what it did was wrong thanks to goal conditions, causally
contributed to an adverse situation of work failure, and could have avoided causally
contributing, it will be held accountable for the adverse state. A direct correlation be-
tween responsibility and accountability presents other advantages for accountability. As
discussed in [9], when it comes time to assess an event, an investigative forum analyses



who was involved, at what level, and whether those involved acted correctly or the pres-
ence of mitigating circumstances if not. If, however, we exclude the possibility of un-
planned actions, any deliberations a forum would make would be already programmed
in and accounted for in the very definitions of roles and groups. The deliberation would,
thus, take the form of tracing violated pre and post conditions to their source.

An exclusion of unexpected actions fulfills both the positive and negative approaches
to accountability. The positive approach means that an agent will be held accountable
if it doesn’t fulfill its job, while the negative approach means that it will not negatively
affect the organization independently of its own designated job. While a realization of
the positive approach implies a careful interaction pattern between an organization and
its agents to keep an agent to its post conditions should its provisions hold, the negative
approach implies a more temporally independent mechanism for the entire lifecycle of
an organization to hold its members to correct behavior. This study concentrates firstly
on the positive approach with the negative approach to follow in future studies.

Difficult ethics questions on moral responsibility and accountability present us with
critical decision points wherein we must choose the “ethics” of our software agents.
The famous Frankfurt example [16] confronts us with such a choice. Consider an in-
dividual who performs an action. Unknowingly, a mechanism in her/his brain would
cause her/him to perform the action anyway, even should she/he choose not to act. The
example complicates the assumption for moral responsibility of the alternate possibili-
ties condition. As difficult a question the example raises, we find a comfortingly simpler
scenario when we translate the example to software. Suppose an organization contains a
certain agent who performs an action. That same agent by design cannot have a hidden
mechanism because quite simply it knows its own plans. Plans it does not know it can-
not execute. However, if the same agent finds itself in that troublesome state whatever
action it performs, should the agent be held accountable for the adverse state when that
state is inevitable? We adopt the incompatibilist position to moral responsibility and
conclude in a software setting that an agent cannot be held accountable in causal de-
terminism. That said, due to our distributed approach to accountability in which agents
declare their provisions and goals, the burden of discovery of inevitable states lies with
the agents. If an agent stipulates provisions for an inevitable adverse state, that same
adversity would be represented to some degree in its provisions due to its inevitable
nature. The agent would still be held accountable for the state, because it effectively
declares responsibility for a goal through its accepted stipulated conditions.

Likewise as a consequence of building up provisions and goal conditions dynami-
cally in part through agent declarations, an organization effectively excludes goal im-
possibilities. If an agent offers to realize a goal in the presence of a certain provisions,
it is declaring for all intents and purposes that the goal is possible under certain con-
ditions. Should that agent offer up an incorrect assessment and the goal be effectively
impossible even with stipulations, the agent will nevertheless be held accountable, be-
cause the organization “believes” an agent’s declaration. We therefore conclude, thanks
to the distributed nature of our vision of accountability, that an organization can con-
sider absent both impossibilities and inevitabilities.

Another ethical dilemma concerns knowledge of the consequences of one’s actions.
That is, can one be held accountable for an unforeseeable outcome? In software this



particular ethical dilemma can take on various forms. As an initial observation, thanks
to the principles of information hiding, a software agent by design cannot, and indeed
should not, know all the effects of its actions in an organizational setting. In our case
the modularity of software makes it possible for us to address the ethical dilemma. For
instance, in the context of JaCaMo [5], an agent can see organizational goals and roles
and, therefore, knows nothing beyond its own place in a chain of goals. An agent can,
therefore, be accountable for interrupting its own goal, and consequently the executions
of future-dependent goals, but cannot be accountable for causing an error that crashes
the server. Only if an organization were to communicate to its agents that a certain state
crashes the server would agents be accountable for a crash-causing state.

3 Organizational Accountability as a Design Property

As a consequence of our ethical dilemmas and general considerations of the intricacies
surrounding responsibility and accountability, we conclude the concepts require the
presence of a number of attributes. Because a direct mapping between responsibility
and accountability requires the absence of unplanned actions, an agent must be aware of
future expectations, that is, must be able to plan for all required future actions. Thus, if
an organization requires an agent to realize a certain goal, the agent must be made aware
before taking on its corresponding responsibility. Since goals only take on meaning in a
given context, the assumption of responsibility also only meaningfully occurs within a
specific context. A general acontextual responsibility assignment cannot indicate a later
potential accountability due to lack of situatedness. To talk about accountability in a
MAS we need to trace such a characterization back to the notions upon which MASes
are traditionally built, like agents, roles, organization, environment, and interaction. To
this end, we distill the following few founding principles at the basis of the way to
achieve organizational accountability as a design property.

Principle 1 All the collaborations and communications subject to considerations of
accountability among the agents occur within a single scope that we call organization.

This principle derives from the observation that accountability is a relationship between
principals, and this is meaningful only within a specific context, i.e., the organization.
The organization is a social structure in the sense given by Elder-Vass [14], i.e. an
entity that is made up of parts (entities themselves), with which given relationships
hold. Accountability in this perspective is a synchronically emergent property of the
organization, that is a property that holds because of its parts and their relationships.
The parts (or relationships) taken by themselves would not show it.

Placing an organizational based limit on accountability determinations serves mul-
tiple purposes. It isolates events and actors into more manageable pieces so that when
searching for causes/effects, one need not consider all actions from the beginning of
time nor actions from other organizations. Agents are reassured that only for actions
within an organization will they potentially be held accountable. Actions, thanks to
agent roles, also always happen in context.

Principle 2 An agent can enroll an organization only by playing a role that is defined
inside the organization.



Related to the need to set a context to agent interaction, roles, which we see as an
organizational and contextual aid to accountability, attribute social significance to an
agent’s actions and can, therefore, provide a guide to the severity of non-adherence.

Principle 3 An agent willing to play a role in an organization must be aware of all the
powers associated with such a role before adopting it.

Following Hohfeld [18], a power is “one’s affirmative ‘control’ over a given legal re-
lation as against another.” The relationship between powers and roles has long been
studied in fields like social theory, artificial intelligence, and law. Here we invoke a
knowledge condition for an organization’s agents, and stipulate that an agent can only
be accountable for exercising the powers that are publicly given to it by the roles it plays.
Such powers are, indeed, the means by which agents affect their organizational setting.
An agent cannot be held accountable for unknown effects of its actions but, rather, only
for consequences related to an agent’s known place in sequences of goals. By definition,
accountability operates in the context of relationships between, borrowing terms from
[11], an account-giver and an account-taker. To give it a computational form, it is nec-
essary to start from the relationship-describing stipulations, for both account-giver and
account-taker, of conditional expectations on account-giver’s behavior. Thus, an agent
will not be held accountable for an unknown goal that the organization attaches to its
role, and this leads us to the next principle.

Principle 4 An agent is only accountable, towards the organization or another agent,
for those goals it has explicitly accepted to bring about.

This means that a rational agent has the possibility to take on the responsibility for a goal
only when it knows it possesses the capabilities for achieving the goal. In other words,
not only is the autonomy of an agent is not constrained by accountability, it is even
improved since the agent can apply forms of practical reasoning to determine whether
to join an organization and under what conditions. Indeed, accountability’s very domain
lies in contextual dynamics and situational complication. In our own societies we are
very familiar with the complexities within which accountability operates: certainly no
person would agree to be held unconditionally accountable for any goal because, simply
put, context matters. So too must the participating agents in a MAS have the opportunity
to stipulate their own provisions, as expressed in the next principle.

Principle 5 An agent must have the leeway for putting before the organization the pro-
visions it needs for achieving the goal to which it is committing. The organization has
the capability of reasoning on the requested provisions and can accept or reject them.

Thinking about the use of accountability in the world of artificial agents, one might
rightfully ponder accountability’s potential role. From the extensive history of moral
responsibility, we find two such justifications for the attribution of praise/blame: 1)
because individuals deserve the feedback, and 2) in order to influence change in an in-
dividual (and indeed attribution is only appropriate when such a change occurs) [15].
Naturally, we find our own purpose in the latter. With our concept of computational
accountability we strive towards a general goal of teaching agents correct behavior in



the context of a particular organization. Our goal consists in realizing a fully automized
system of accountability. We wish to directly program accountability in a MAS plat-
form, specifically JaCaMo, while maintaining the most integral pieces of the concept,
namely autonomy balanced with traceability and culpability.

4 An Accountability Protocol

We turn now to a MAS design-phase application of the above-mentioned accountabil-
ity principles. Chopra and Singh explored a similar approach of design-phase account-
ability in [11]. In their work, Chopra and Singh suggest that an actor can legitimately
depend on another to make a condition become true only when such a dependency is
formalized in an institutionalized expectation, whose structure describes expectations
one actor has of another and whose inherently public nature wields normative power. To
tackle accountability as a design property, Chopra and Singh introduce the notion of ac-
countability requirement as a special case of institutionalized expectation. An account-
ability requirement is a relation involving two principals, an account giver (a-giver) and
an account taker (a-taker). The a-giver is accountable to the a-taker regarding some
conditional expectation; namely, the expectation involves an antecedent condition and
a consequent condition. Usually, the consequent condition is pursued only when the
antecedent condition is true. In principle, if an accountability requirement is violated,
the a-taker has a legitimate reason for complaint. The notion of accountability require-
ment can be further refined in terms of commitments, authorizations, prohibitions, and
empowerments [11]. Each of these relations has specific implications in terms of who
is accountable and for what reason. It is worth noting that an a-giver is normally ac-
countable for a specific condition towards the whole group of agents in a MAS. That
is, in an agent society, agents are accountable for their actions towards the society as a
whole. Rather than creating an accountability requirement between each possible pairs
of a-giver and a-taker, it is convenient to adopt the perspective by Chopra and Singh,
i.e. to consider both the agents and the organization as principals, among which mutual
expectations can be defined.

In other words, an organization is considered as a persona iuris [11], a legal person
that, hence, can be the a-giver or a-taker of an accountability requirement, as any other
principal represented by an agent. In addition, an organization will also be the con-
ceptual means through which complex goals are articulated in terms of subgoals, and
distributed among a set of roles. An organization is, therefore, a design element that
allows one to specify: (1) what should be achieved by the MAS (i.e., the organizational
goals), and (2) what roles are included in the organization and with what (sub)goals.
Concerning accountability, an organization that shows the above features naturally sat-
isfies principles 1 and 3.

Our intuition is that in order to obtain accountability as a design property of a MAS,
the agents who are willing to be members of an organization enroll in the organiza-
tion by following a precise accountability protocol. The organization provides the con-
text in which accountability requirements are defined. To define such an accountability
protocol, we rely on the broad literature about commitment-based protocols and fo-
cus our attention on the accountability requirements that can be expressed as (practi-



cal) commitments. Commitments have been studied at least since the seminal works
by Castelfranchi [10] and Singh [22]. A social commitment is formally represented as
C(x, y, p, q), where x is the debtor (a-giver, in our case), that commits to the creditor
y (a-taker) to bring about the consequent condition q should the antecedent condition
p hold. From the accountability point of view, the a-giver is accountable when the an-
tecedent becomes true, but the consequent is false.

The gist of the accountability protocol is to make explicit the legal relationships
between the agent and the organization. These are expressed as a set of (abstract) com-
mitments, directed from organizational roles towards the organization itself, and vice
versa. The first step captures the adoption of a role by an agent. Let pwri,1, . . . , pwri,m
be the powers that agent Agi, willing to play role Ri, will get. Agi will commit to-
wards the organization to exercise the powers, given to it by the role, when this will
be requested by the legal relationships it will create towards other agents. In this way,
the agent stipulates awareness of the powers it is endowed with, becoming account-
able, not only towards some other agent in the same organization but also towards the
organization itself, of its behavior:

cpwri,1 :: C(Agi, Org,C(Agi, Z1, pwri,1), pwri,1)
. . .

cpwri,m :: C(Agi, Org,C(Agi, Zm, pwri,m), pwri,m)

above Zj , j = 1, . . . ,m represent some roles or some (not necessarily different) agents
in the organization. These commitments represent the fact that, from an accountability-
based point of view, an agent, when exercising a power because of a social relationship
with some other agents, has some duties towards the social institution which provides
that power, too. Indeed, when an employee is empowered by a manager to perform
a given task on behalf of the company, the result is not only a commitment of the
employee with the manager, but also a commitment of the employee with the company.
An agent willing to play a role is expected to create a commitment that takes the form:

cpwrRi
:: C(Agi, Org, accept playerOrg(Agi, Ri), cpwri,1 ∧ · · · ∧ cpwri,m)

where accept playerOrg(Agi, Ri) is a power of the organization to accept agent, Agi,
as a player of role Ri. Org, then, has the power to assign goals to the agents playing the
various roles through assignOrg. This is done through the creation of commitments by
which the organization promises to assign some goal to some agent should the agent
accept to commit to pursue the goal:

cassi,1 :: C(Org,Agi, cgi,1, provi,1 ∧ assignOrg(Agi, goali,1))
. . .

cassi,n :: C(Org,Agi, cgi,n, provi,n ∧ assignOrg(Agi, goali,n))

Above, cgi,k=1,...,n denote the commitments by whose creation the agent explicitly
accepts the goals and possibly asks for provisions provi,k=1,...,n. Here, goali,k is a goal
the organization would like to assign to the agent Agi. The antecedent condition of cgi,k
has the shape provi,k ∧ assignOrg(Agi, goali,k), where provi,k stands, as said, for a
provision the agent requires for accomplishing the task, and the consequent condition
has the shape achieveAgi(goali,k):



cgi,1 :: C(Agi, Org, provi,1 ∧ assignOrg(Agi, goali,1), achieveAgi(goali,1))
. . .

cgi,n :: C(Agi, Org, provi,n ∧ assignOrg(Agi, goali,n), achieveAgi(goali,n))

Provisions are to be instantiated with those prerequisites that Agi discloses as necessary
for it to complete its job and that Org is expected to provide. On the agent side, these
commitments are the means through which the agent arranges the boundaries of its
accountability within the organization. For instance, painter, in our example above,
is an agent hired in a painting organization including also wall-preparer. A provision
for painter to paint a wall could be wall-prepared, a condition that is to be achieved
by another agent from the same organization, and that appears in the accountability
requirements of its role. Should wall-preparer behave maliciously (as in our example),
painter would not be accountable for not painting the wall as provision wall-prepared
would be missing. On the organization side, provisions are part of the information used
to decide whether to assign the goal to the agent (the internal decision processes of an
organization are outside the scope of the paper). An agent becomes obliged to achieve
a goal only after this assignment so as to not violate the accountability requirement.
Finally, achieveAgi(gi,j) denotes that goal goali,j is achieved.

We can now introduce the protocol that regulates the enrollment of an agent, Agi,
in an organization, Org, as a player of role Ri, and the subsequent assignment of goals
to Agi carried out by Org.

(1) create(cpwrRi
)

(2) accept playerOrg(Agi, Ri)
(3) create(cpwri,1), . . . , create(cpwri,m)
(4) create(cassi,k), k = 1, . . . , n
(5) create(cgi,k), k = 1, . . . , n
(6) assignOrg(Agi, goali,k), k = 1, . . . , n
(7) provi,k, k = 1, . . . , n
(8) achieveAgi(goali,k), k = 1, . . . , n

An agent Agi, willing to play role Ri, makes the first step by creating the com-
mitment, cpwrRi

(1). By doing so it proposes itself as role player. It is worth noting
that the creation of cpwrRi

is possible only as a consequence of Principle 3, by which
an organization must disclose the powers associated with its roles. The organization is
free to decide whether to accept an agent as role player (2). In case of acceptance the
agent creates the commitments by which it becomes accountable with the organization
of the use of its powers (3). Step (4) allows the organization to communicate the goals
it wishes to assign to the agents. The agents are expected to accept them by creating the
corresponding commitments of Step (5), thereby knowing which goals it may be asked
to achieve at Step (6). Steps (7) and (8) respectively allow the organization to satisfy
the provisions, and the agent to communicate goal achievement.

Principle 1 finds an actualization in the fact that all the mentioned commitments
are created within a precise organization instance. When Org accepts Agi as a player
for role Ri, the enrollment of the agent is successfully completed. After this step, the
agent operates in the organization as one of its members. This satisfies Principle 2, for
which an agent is a member of an organization only when it plays an organizational



role. Principles 4 and 5 find their actualization in terms of the commitments cgi,k’s.
Principle 4 demands that an agent is accountable only for those goals it has explicitly
accepted to bring about. The creation of one of the commitments cgi,k represents the
acceptance of being responsible, and hence accountable, for the goal occurring in the
commitment consequent condition. Principle 5 states that an agent must have the leeway
to negotiate its own duties, which we obtain in two ways. First, the agent creates its own
commitments, which means that the mission commitments might cover just a subset of
the goals. Second, the agent can make explicit provisions for each role goal.

5 Case Study: Accountability in JaCaMo

JaCaMo [5] is a conceptual model and programming platform that integrates agents, en-
vironments, and organizations. It is built on the top of three platforms, namely Jason [6]
for programming agents, CArtAgO [21] for programming environments, and Moise+
[20] for programming organizations. The aim of the framework is both to integrate
the cited platforms, and to integrate the related programming meta-models to simplify
the development of complex MASs. The presence of an actual programming platform
fills the gap between the modeling level and the implementation level. According to
[19], the Moise+ organizational model, adopted in JaCaMo, explicitly decomposes the
specification of an organization into three different dimensions. The structural dimen-
sion specifies roles, groups and links between roles in the organization. The functional
dimension is composed of one (or more) scheme(s) that elicits how the global organiza-
tional goal(s) is (are) decomposed into sub-goals and how these sub-goals are grouped
in coherent sets, called missions, to be distributed to the agents. Finally, the norma-
tive dimension binds the two previous dimensions by specifying the roles’ permissions
and obligations for missions. One important feature of Moise+ [20] is to avoid a direct
link between roles and goals. Roles, indeed, are linked to missions by means of per-
missions and obligations. In this way, the functional and the structural specifications
are kept somehow independent. This independence, however, is the source of some
problems when reasoning about accountability. The reason is that schemes can be dy-
namically created during the execution, and assigned to groups within an organization,
when agents are already playing the associated roles. This means that agents, when
entering into an organization by adopting an organizational role, have no information
about what they could be obliged to do in the future because this information, related
to a specific scheme, could be not available or even not present at all at that time. This
contradicts principle 4.

Let’s now consider an excerpt of the building-a-house example presented in [5]. An
agent, called Giacomo, wants to build a house on a plot. In order to achieve this goal
he will have to hire some specialized companies, and then ensure that the contractors
coordinate and execute in the right order the various tasks and subgoals. We will focus
on the second part of the work, namely the building phase. A company that is to be
hired needs to adopt a role in the organization. Roles are gathered in a group that is
responsible for the house construction. After goal adoption, a company agent could be
asked (through an obligation issued by the organization) to commit to some “missions.”
Now, let’s suppose that Giacomo is a dishonest agent and wants to exploit the contracted



companies in order to achieve some purposes that are unrelated to house construction.
In particular, let’s suppose he wants to delegate a do_a_very_strange_thing goal
to the agent who is playing the plumber role. This would be possible because an agent,
when adopting a role, has no information about the kind of tasks that it could be as-
signed. These are, indeed, created in an independent way w.r.t. roles, and are associated
with them only later. In the example, the plumber agent reasonably will not have a
plan to achieve the do_a_very_strange_thing goal. Consequently, when the corre-
sponding obligation is created, it will not be fulfilled.

Given the above scenario, who could we consider accountable for the inevitable
goal failure of do_a_very_strange_thing? The agent playing the plumber role?
Indeed, the agent is violating an obligation. Giacomo, because it introduced the new
goal? Perhaps the system itself, since it permits such unfair behavior? The system, how-
ever, doesn’t know the agents’ capabilities, and cannot consequently make a fair/unfair
judgment call. Our inability to attribute accountability stems from the lack of adher-
ence to the principles 4 and 5. Goal assignment is, in fact, without replication and is
performed thorugh schemes, which can even be dynamically created and associated
with an existing group. Moreover, the very independence between roles and goals vi-
olates principle 4: when enacting a role in JaCaMo, agents make no claim about what
kind of goals they are willing to have assigned (indeed, they could even not have the
possibility to do so). For this reason they cannot be held accountable later for some or-
ganizational goal they haven’t achieved. Finally, since agents do not explicitly commit
to any goal while adopting a role, they cannot specify any provision needed in order to
achieve a particular state of affairs. This contradicts principle 5.

Our work with JaCaMo highlights a conceptual challenge in the concept of role and
role’s central place in responsibility and accountability (in the form of “role-following
responsibility”) as illustrated by [12]. To a certain degree, decoupling a role from an
organizational execution essentially negates the role’s function to limit its operational
domain. As illustrated in our tinkering with building-a-house, without prior agreement
of what exactly a role means in a particular organizational context, we can force a role
to mean whatever we want so long as the language matches. This is in contrast with
Principle 4. The consequent dynamism of roles makes automatic considerations of ac-
countability impossible to conclude. In our construction of computational accountabil-
ity, roles represent a division of responsibility and pattern of interaction that serve the
investigative forum to assign accountability. The accountability protocol allows achiev-
ing accountability by design by excluding that the organization assigns goals beyond
the powers the agents acquire by enacting a role. Moreover, the protocol allows agents
to make their provisions explicit. As one way to enforce a behavior that respects the
protocol, one could modify the conceptual model of JaCaMo (and its implementation)
so that it follows the five principles. Another way is to introduce proper monitors that,
if needed, can check that the protocol is respected. This calls for the realization of a
kind of artifact that can monitor the interaction, represent the social state (made of the
existing commitments), and track its evolution. A proposal based on [1] can be found
in [2].



6 Conclusions

If we adapt the approach to roles developed in [4], in which roles essentially define an
organization, accountability takes on functional implications for the very definitional
existence of the organization. Should some roles remain unfulfilled, an organization
would correspondingly find itself in definitional crisis. As illustrated in [17], role ful-
fillment means continual realization of role relationships, that is, a role’s duties and
obligations. Accountability allows an organization some recourse in crisis and a method
of expressing the relative importance its roles play. Armed with the knowledge of rel-
ative responsibility and therefore importance in the collective, an organization enables
role-playing agents to make informed decisions should conflicts arise and to make their
own cost/benefit analysis should one wish to not perform its function.

A mechanism based on commitments presents numerous conceptual advantages for
accountability. An agent is able to specify the exact social context in which it can fulfill
the specified goal. It effectively announces to the organization that should its require-
ments become true, it will be accountable for fulfilling the goal. Essentially the commit-
ments require pre-execution knowledge of expectations and requirements both on the
part of the organization and of the agent, which satisfies accountability’s foreknowl-
edge requirement. Commitments can therefore provide indications of responsibility, as
a pre-execution assignment, which will then, thanks to the exhaustive definitions of pre
and post conditions, provide a direct mapping to accountability post execution. Since
the agent by design creates the commitment to the organization, the agent, not the orga-
nization, specifies its requirements to satisfy the goal. Casual determinism and impossi-
bilities are consequently absent at an organizational level because each agent stipulates
the exact social circumstances in which it can operate and realize the goal. Moreover,
role relationships become explicit through the provision stipulation, which will later
provide basis for role-adherence determination. The commitment structure therefore
provides the necessary characteristics for beginning to speak of accountability.

Based from our beginning discussion of accountability, responsibility plays a key
role in building out our accountability system. Based on work like [13], we will need to
associate levels of responsibility with roles in an organization, which will serve to later
implicate accountability. In order to justify a direct mapping between responsibility and
accountability, in future studies we will also work to fulfill the negative approach to
accountability.
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